
BASIC EDITING TIPS

Scribes



Objectives

 Transitions in Legal Writing
 Effective Sentences
 Punctuation/Grammar



Generic Transitions

 However (used in the middle of the sentence):  The home 
was sold, however, before the party’s inquiry.

 Therefore:  Therefore, this Court should grant the 
Plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment.

 Consequently:  Consequently, the Defendant failed to 
meet his burden of proof.

 Conversely:  Conversely, the Plaintiff lacked the requisite 
consent required to act.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transitions are the primary connectors between sentences. Used properly, transitions express the relationship between the ideas in the sentences they serve to connect and signal how the ideas are moving in a line of reasoning. Three types of transitions connect sentence: Generic TransitionsOrientating transitionsSubstantive transitionsOther transitions (headings and signposts, are used to make connections between paragraphs and over a longer piece of writing. Generic transitions include those words and phrases that are used in every kind of writing. However – for contrastConversely – for contrastConsequently – for cause and effect or ResultTherefore – for conclusion



Generic Transitions

 To be sure, the Court must evaluate whether the Plaintiff 
acted in good faith.

 To that end, this Court has construed the statute 
liberally.

 But, here, the Plaintiff failed to notify the Defendant 
prior to the contract execution.

 Yet, the Defendant’s expert lacks the requisite 
qualifications.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be sure – for concessionTo that end – resultBut – contrastYet – contrast Many more examples of generic transitions and how they are used on pp. 56-58 of EnquistThere is no hard and fast rules for when a transition is required. The number and placement of generic transitions is generally a matter of personal style and preference. One thing to notice is how professional writers use transitions. They rarely omit transitions that signal contrast and ones that show movement up or down the ladder of abstraction. Observe the way that skilled writers use transitions to keep their readers on track. Read your writing out loud to determine where a new sentence starts with a jolt instead of with a smooth transition. Constantly ask yourself what will help your reader. Keeping the reader perspective in mind will help you decide when a generic transition is helpful or when it is merely extra baggage. 



Orienting Transitions

 Provide context

 At 2:00 a.m. on January 1, 2012, Jacob Smith was arrested and 
charged with reckless driving.

 In Bugger, the court found that the petition was lacking.

 In the case at hand, there is no indication that the defendant 
intended to deceive the plaintiff. 

 From the bank’s perspective, granting a second loan would be risky.

 Over the last twenty years, courts have realized that exceptions were 
necessary. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Serve to locate – physically, logically, or chronologically – the ideas or points in the rest of the sentence.Two of the most common orienting transitions in legal writing are those that include times and dates and those that refer to cases.Other orienting transitions create a context by directing the reader to adopt a certain point of view, by supplying the source of the information that follows, or by locating the information historically or chronologically. Orienting transitions generally occur at the beginning of section to connect the reader to new material.They often occur at the beginnings of paragraphs to help the reader switch gears. They work like all other transitions to bridge the gap between sentences and between ideas. 



Old and New Information

 While courts have traditionally held that parol
evidence is inadmissible, certain exceptions do 
apply.  

 Prior to 2005, no legislation existed regarding 
governmental waiver of immunity when contracting 
for goods or services.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way to think about dovetailing is to remember that most sentences are made up of two parts: old information and new information. The old information is what has already been named or discussed. It usually appears near the beginning of the sentence. The new information is the point the writer wants to add. It usually appears near the end of a sentence.



Effective Sentences

 The problem with legal writing:

“There are two things wrong with most legal writing. 
One is style. The other is content.” -- Fred Roddell



Active v. Passive Voice

 The summons was left by the marshal. (passive)

 The marshal left the summons. (active)

 A complaint was filed by the plaintiffs in the 
Superior Court of Chavez County (passive).

 The plaintiff filed a complaint in the Superior Court 
of Chavez County (active).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The term “voice” when it is applied to the subject-verb unit refers to the relationship of the subject to the action expressed in the verb. 4213In active voice, the subject of the sentence is doing the action described by the verb. In the passive voice, the subject of the sentence is having the action of the verb done to it. Generally the active voice is preferred over the passive voice for several reasons. It is more conciseIt uses a more vigorous verb



Four Line Rule

 If your sentence goes beyond four lines, break it up.

 Try to keep your sentences to 2-3 lines, but never go 
over four lines.

 If you have more than two parts, consider breaking it 
up.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Short paragraphs give the reader a chance to pause and digest what has gone before. If you put three or four sentences with new information in each paragraph, that is enough. And remember each new piece of information should build on the old. You have probably seen where paragraphs are diagramed so that each sentence refers back to something in the last sentence. That is called building on context—building on prior knowledge. We will talk a bit more about sentence length and structure later



Use Fewer Words

 The plaintiff filed a motion for summary judgment.
 Correct: The plaintiff moved for summary judgment.

 The man devised and bequeathed his estate to his 
wife.

 Correct: The man gifted his estate to his wife.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Write short, crisp sentences. What is the most underused punctuation mark in legal writing? The period. The most overused is easy—the comma. More periods, fewer commas—sentence length should average no more than twenty words. Eighteen is better. Word processors have that feature. Read Cardozo (usually), Holmes, and Jackson—short, crisp sentences.8 Long sentences are especially difficult when strung together. Sophisticated readers can understand longer sentences—if they are properly constructed—but no one can wade through ten in a row. Break up the pace—follow a longer sentence with a short one. Readability is the goal.Do not use two or three or four words for one (“devise and bequeath”; “grant, bargain, and sell”; “right, title, and interest”; “make, ordain, constitute, and appoint”). This goofiness originated with the Norman Conquest, after which it was necessary to use both the English and French words so that all could understand. Most of us now understand plain English. A related tendency of lawyers is to use many words when one is more understandable (“sufficient number of”= enough, “that point in time” = then, “for the reason that” = because). A longer list is in the Appendix. Don’t write “filed a motion” unless the filing itself has some significance. Write “moved.” Do not write “On October 13, 1995, plaintiff-appellant filed a timely appeal to this honorable court.” Again, unless the timeliness or date (or the honor of the court) is in question. You have used so many words for nothing. “Smith appeals” is sufficient, and even that is obvious, and hence unnecessary. Don’t write “filed of record.” Write “filed.” Where else would it be filed



Avoid Unnecessary Preambles

 “It is important to note that”

 “It is significant that”

 “It is interesting”

 “The court may recall that”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cut the useless preambles. Unnecessary preambles can weaken or hide the point they introduce. Some unnecessary preambles: • It is important to add that . . . • It may be recalled that . . . • In this regard it is of significance that . . . • It is interesting to note that…



Get Rid of Legalese

 Here comes

 Hereinafter

 Aforesaid

 Whereas

 Hereby

 Wherefore

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eschew legalese. “Hereinafter,” “aforesaid,” and the like do not add anything but wordiness and detract from readability. Many studies show that legalese is the number one complaint of appellate judges and clerks. Use Latin phrases sparingly. A few—res ipsa loquitur, respondeat superior—are perhaps acceptable, but do not litter your opinion with what Daniel Webster called “mangled pieces of murdered Latin.” Cut out “such,” such as “such motion.” “The” or “that” almost always works. “Pursuant to” usually may be translated as “under.” 



Avoid Needless Offenses

 Use gender neutral terms… period.

 Avoid references to personal characteristics (size, 
race, religion)

 If necessary to the matter, use the person as the 
noun and the reference as the adjective.  A “gay man” 
or a “deaf woman.”  Rather than a “Jew.”



Clearly

 Never use the word “clearly.”

 If it was absolutely clear, then the court would not 
need to hear from you.

 Wrong: Clearly, Bayer breached the agreement by 
failing to pay.

 Better: Bayer failed to pay for the services as agreed.



Words & Phrases

 In order to
 At this point in time
 In the case at bar
 Until such time as
 Whether or not
 During the month of May
 Make an examination of
 Makes mention of

 To
 Now
 Here
 Until
 Whether
 In May
 Examine
 Mentions



Words & Phrases

 Reveal the identity of
 With regard to
 Performed a search on
 Is violative of
 Effectuate
 At a later date
 Each and every
 Bears a significant 

resemblance

 Identify
 About
 Searched
 Violates
 Cause
 Later
 Either one
 Resembles



Other Considerations

 Use one space between sentences (generally unless 
otherwise instructed). 

 Use long quotes sparingly as long blocks are often 
not read



Objectives

 Grammar & Punctuation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Punctuation and grammar are very important to legal writing. As I mentioned before, there have been single cases that have turned on the comma. Because grammar, like law, is a system. Once you understand the basic workings of the system, you can begin to use the system effectively and efficiently. 



Agreement

 Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement
 Rule 1: Singular antecedents require singular pronouns: plural 

antecedents require plural pronouns.
 William MacDonald may claim that his constitutional rights were 

violated.
 William MacDonald and Grace Yessler may claim that their

constitutional rights were violated. 
 Ex: A defendant may claim that their constitutional rights were 

violated. 
 Fix: A defendant may claim that his constitutional rights were 

violated.
 Fix: Defendants may claim that their constitutional rights were 

violated.
 Fix: A defendant may claim that constitutional rights were violated.
 Fix: A defendant may claim that his or her constitutional rights 

were violated. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A pronoun must agree with its antecedent The noun a pronoun refers to is known as its antecedent.Rule 1 Third Example: Complications arise when the pronoun substitutes for a generic noun that is singular. You may frequently see or hear a plural pronoun used as a substitute for a singular generic noun. In formal writing, such as legal writing, this practice is unacceptable.Fixes: Masculine pronounPlural nounRemoved pronounAwkward  pronoun combination



Agreement

 Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement
 Rule 2: When a pronoun refers to two or more antecedents joined by 

“or” or “nor,” the pronoun agrees with the nearer antecedent
 Either David Wilson or Donald Wilson left his keys in the car.
 Neither the defendant nor his brothers admit knowing where their neighbors 

keep items of value. 

 Rule 3: When an indefinite pronoun is the antecedent, use the singular 
pronoun
 Anyone would have noticed that his or her license plate had been removed. 

 Rule 4: When a collective noun is the antecedent, use a singular 
pronoun if you are referring to the group as one unit and a plural 
pronoun if you are referring to the individual members of the group
 The jury must not be mislead about Jason Richardson’s credibility when it is 

considering his testimony.
 Shopping Haven discriminated against John Adams when it failed to issue 

him a new credit card for an existing account.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rule 2 Second Example: when a singular and a plural antecedent are joined by “or” or “nor,” place the plural antecedent last so that the pronoun can be plural. Rule 3: As with rule 1, take care not to use the informal and ungrammatical plural pronoun or the generic “he” as a pronoun substitute for an indefinite pronoun. Rule 4: court is a collective noun. 



Pronoun References

 Each pronoun should clearly refer back to its 
antecedent
 Ex: Officer Robert O’Malley, who arrested Howard Davis, said 

that he was drunk at the time.
 Fix: Officer Robert O’Malley, who arrested Howard Davis, said 

that Davis was drunk at the time.
 Fix: Officer O’Malley was drunk when he arrested Howard Davis. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First example: Two possible readings because the pronoun “he” has two possible antecedents: Officer Robert O’Malley or Howard Davis.	Fixes: Repeat the noun or revise so the pronoun is no longer ambiguous. 



Modifiers

 Prepositional Phrases:
 Ex: The defendant owned a cabin with his brother in New 

Hampshire.
 Fix: The defendant and his brother owned a cabin in New 

Hampshire.
 Ex: The victim described her attacker as having a tattoo on his 

right buttock, which was shaped like a peace sign.
 Fix: The victim described her attacker as having a tattoo that 

was shaped like a peace sign on his right buttock. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using modifiers correctly is simple. (1) remember to keep modifiers close to the word or words they modify and (2) make sure the words they modify are in the same sentence as the modifiers. The result of misplacing prepositional phrases can be imprecise writing, and awkward construction, and unintentional humor. 	Prepositional Phrase Examples: Means: Brother is in New Hampshire. Fix places the cabin in New Hampshire. Means : Right buttock is shaped like a peace sign. Fix: Clarifies it is the tattoo shaped like a peace sign.



Punctuation: The Comma

 Comma rules
 Rule 1: Use a comma before a coordinating conjunction joining two 

main, or independent, clauses.
 The prosecutor spoke about the defendant’s motive, and the jury 

listened carefully.
 FANBOYS – for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so

 Rule 2: Use a comma or commas to set off transitional or 
interrupting words and phrases.
 The trial court, however, imposed an exceptional sentence of thirty 

months.

 Rule 3: Use commas according to convention with quotation marks.
 Corbin said, “I never saw the other car.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rule 2: Legal writers frequently break the flow of a sentence intentionally by inserting a words or phrase in the middle of the main clause. Use these sparingly – offset by commas.Rule 3: Commas are placed inside closing quotes and outside closing parenthesis or brackets. 



Punctuation: The Comma

 Comma rules
 Rule 4: Use a comma or commas to set off phrases of contrast.

 Adams initially indicated that he, not Wilson, was involved in the 
robbery.

 Rule 5: Use commas between items in a series (aka serial comma or 
Oxford comma). 
 Wong had no money, identification, or jewelry.

 Rule 6: Use a comma between coordinate adjectives not joined by a 
conjunction.
 The contract was written in concise, precise language.

 Rule 7: Use commas according to convention with dates, addresses, 
and names of geographical locations.
 The land in Roswell, New Mexico, was surveyed on October 4, 2001, 

and purchased less than a month later.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rule 9: A series is three or more items that are grouped together and that are in the same grammatical form. Each item may be as short as one word or as long as a clause.Rule 10: Coordinate adjectives are two or more adjectives that independently modify the same noun. Concise is adjective, precise is adjective



Use The Serial Comma

 In a list of three or more, always use the extra comma 
before the “and.”

 The company agreed to construct, paint, and seal the 
roof.

 The company agreed to contract, paint and seal the roof.

 Without the serial comma, the reader can become 
confused. Is “paint and seal” one or two processes?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a list of three or more, always insert the serial comma. Some writers insist on omitting the last comma, before the “and.” Do not omit the last comma—doing so can cause misinterpretation.



The Semicolon

 Rule 1: Use a semicolon to separate main, or 
independent, clauses not joined by a coordinating 
conjunction.
 The plaintiff is a Nevada resident; the defendant is a California 

resident.
 The summons was not delivered to his usual place of abode; 

therefore, service was not effected in the manner prescribed by 
law.



The Semicolon Cont…

 Rule 2: Use semicolons to separate items in a series if the items are 
long or if one or more of the items has internal commas

 The Montana court has applied these definitions to cases with the following 
fact patterns: the driver was asleep and intoxicated; the driver was 
positioned behind the steering wheel; the vehicle’s motor was running; and 
the vehicle was parked.

 The prosecutor called the following witnesses: Linda Hastings, an 
advertising executive; Samuel Hedges, an accountant; and Timothy Lessor, 
president of the company.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rule 2: A series is three or more items of equal importance.Short items in a series are separated by commasExample one has long items.Example two has internal commas. 



Quotation Marks

 Quotation Marks
 Identification of another’s written or spoken words

 The relationship between Southwestern Insurers and each of its 
agents is governed by an agreement that includes the following 
statement: “The location of the agent’s office cannot unduly 
interfere with the business established by another agent.”

 Ex: In his Roviaro dissent, Justice Clark observed that 
“[e]xperience teaches that once this policy [of confidentiality] is 
relaxed . . . its effectiveness is destroyed.” Id. at 67.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identification of another’s written or spoken words: Take care to quote the source’s words exactlyWhen integrated into your sentence, make sure the grammar of your sentence is compatible with the grammar of the quotation. 



Ellipses & Brackets

 Ellipses
 Indicate an omission in a quotation

 Hellen signed a quitclaim deed to Richard, disclaiming “an interest in the … 
property.”

 “We the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union,… do 
ordain and establish this Constitution….”

 Brackets
 Show changes in quotations

 The defendant can emphasize that asylum seekers are in a unique position of 
desperate need for relief, that denial of her claim is “replete with danger… that [she] 
will be subject to death or persecution if forced to return to [her] home country.”

 The Fifth Amendment state that “[n]o person … shall be compelled in any criminal 
case to be a witness against himself.”

 The Council authorized the construction of a twelve-story tower, finding that 
reducing the tower to this height “substantially mitigate[s] adverse impacts on the 
land use pattern in the vicinity.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ellipses: Three periods Retain any necessary punctuation when the omission comes in the middle of a sentence.When at the end of a quoted sentence, indicate the omission, put a space, and place a fourth period. When after the end of a quoted sentence, place the punctuation then insert the ellipsis.When the omission occurs at the beginning of a sentence, do not use an ellipsis. The reader will be able to tell that the original quotation did not begin at that point because the quotation begins with a lowercase letter.BracketsMost common are additions of clarifying material and changes in capitalization and verb tense. Use empty brackets to indicate a single letter has been omitted. [sic] used to indicate errors in the original quote. 



Parentheses

 Parentheses
 To enclose short explanations of cases within citations

 Washington courts have held the emergency doctrine inapplicable when the 
actor is already in a position of peril. Mills v. Park, 409 P.2d 646 (Wash. 1996) 
(where the defendant’s vision in a snowstorm was already obscured and a 
snowplow throwing snow on defendant’s car did not constitute a sudden 
emergency).

 To enclose numerals that introduce the individual items in a list
 The company’s regulations list seven circumstances under which an employee 

may be separated from his or her job: (1) resignation, (2) release, (3) death, 
(4) retirement, (5) failure to return from a leave of absence, (6) failure to 
return from a layoff, and (7) discharge or suspension for cause.

 To introduce abbreviations after a full name is given
 Beaver Custom Carpets (BCC) has been in business for one year.



Hyphens

 Hyphenate compound modifiers.
 My hard-headed boss.

 Hyphenate only when the modifier precedes the term 
modified.
 My boss is hard headed.

 Generally, don’t hyphenate when the first term is an 
adverb ending in –ly.
 He has an overly active imagination.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both the words hard and headed modify the word boss and should be hyphenated.
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